
NEWSLETTER: JANUARY 2017 
2016 was definitely a time of letting go and tidying up 

loose ends, I found the energy virtually palpable during 

December and I found it hard to settle and get on with 

my writing, even in this first week of January.  All my 

being wanted to focus on clearing out, tidying up and 

making sparkly clean all areas of my home, my garden 

and my life.  I feel really content and ready for     

whatever the Universe decides to gift me with in 2017. 

It began in August with my Jupiter Return and while I 

knew it related to my writing, my reach out into the 

world and partnerships, it had yet to completely      

unfold.  Interestingly I launched my revitalized website 

and agreed to start working with Bernadette Carter-

King from Building Beautiful Souls in the US around 

that time.  The Jupiter Return is a new 12 year cycle 

around personal transformation, expansion and 

growth.  2017 is a “One” Universal year in Numerology 

for the whole Cosmos, signifying the beginning of a new nine year cycle for us all.  The 

last cycle began in 2008 and for me it signified the beginning of total focus onto Life Spirit 

Connections, my spiritual business, letting go of my previous high salary management 

consultancy in August of that year.  I feel truly blessed at 

the progress I have made and proud of the different     

person I have become in the process.  Hence my         

concentration on finishing off as much as I could at the end 

of 2016 and beginning 2017 with as clean a slate as      

possible.  Each year I make a Tarot Spread to suggest the 

energies of the year ahead month by month.  It begins 

with the Ace of Wands at the top left for January and    

proceeds anti-clockwise until the 3 of Pentacles top right 

for December.  I didn't like it to begin with, but today it 

seems quite relevant with four beginning cards, the two 

Aces, the Page of Wands and Key 1 the Magician.  The 

overall card for the year is Key 21 the World about things 

coming to a natural completion, ready for a new beginning.  

There are three cards each for Wands (action), Cups 

(love & relationship) and Swords (thinking &         

communication) but only one Pentacle (work &       

finances), at the end of the year.  So the changes are 

more likely to the personal side of my life.  As it    

transpires the Chinese New Year begins quite early 

this year, on January 28 with the Aquarius New Moon.   

It falls on the first New Moon after January 21 each 

year.  2017 is the Year of the Fire Rooster, a 60 year 

cycle heading back to 1957, for the combination of 

both element and animal.  This particular New Moon 

seems doubly significant as it also falls with the Sun 

and Moon merging energy almost exactly with the         

conjunction of the asteroids named for Isis and Osiris, 

the King and Queen of the Egyptian Neters or Deities.  For this reason I have chosen to 

feature them in my monthly video for the CIA Collective Membership in February.  I have 

found that the more you work with the energy of the Cosmos the more easily and        

successfully lie flows for you! 



 
 

FESTIVALS I WILL BE EXHIBITING and READING AT: 

Melbourne Psychic Expo, Sunday January 8  10.00am - 5.00pm 

Frankston Art Centre, Crn Young & Davey St, Frankston 

 

Psychic & Wellbeing Expos, Saturday January 14 10.00am - 5.00pm 

Invaloch Community Hub , 16 A’Beckett St, Invaloch 

 

Melbourne Psychic Expo, Sunday January 29 10.00am - 5.00pm 

Geelong West town Hall, 153 Pakington St, Geelong West 

 

 

GENERAL EVENTS 
 

CIA Get Smart Grp 2—Fri Feb 3 “Eclipses, Moons & Your Chart”  7.30– 9.30 pm   

Seaford Community Centre, Station St Seaford : Pay at the door $20 

 Agent 66 Sara Gilbert +  
 

VAA Astrology Sat February 18 – “Does Size Matter” - Sara Gilbert                                

South Melbourne Community Ctr, Crn Park St & Ferrars Pl, South Melbourne 2-5 pm 

 

COURSES FOR 2017 

Year 1 Astrology Course—Tuesday January 31 2017 from 7.00 pm to 9.00 pm                    

40 weeks at $40 per week   Available by correspondence or arrangement  

Tarot in the Context of the Universe - Starting Wednesday February 1 2017                   

10 weeks at $50 per week from 7.00 pm to 9.00pm                                               

Available by correspondence or arrangement                               

Hand Analysis/Palmistry - Practical Combination of Ancient and Modern Wisdom Systems                                 

12 weeks at $75 per week Starting Thursday February 2 2017 from 7.00 pm to 9.00 pm    

Also Available by Correspondence 

Year 2 /Year 3 Astrology Course - Available by correspondence or arrangement                              

39 weeks at $40 per week  

Basic Numerology - Available by correspondence or arrangement                                                     

7 weeks at $50 per week 

Advanced Numerology - Starting Wednesday April 12 2017  from 7.00 pm to 9.00 pm                   

6 weeks at $50 per week, also available by correspondence or arrangement  

 

WORKSHOPS FOR 2017 

Paths on the Tree of Life   (monthly workshops 4th Saturday) 

From 1.30pm –3.30pm  $75 per session  
 

  Saturday January 28 2016   —   Path 13 The High Priestess : Trusting what is not visible! 

   Finding Your Life Purpose  – Saturday February 11 2017, from 10 am to 5 pm,       $150      

   Tarot on the Tree of Life  –  Saturday March 4 2017, from 1 pm to 5 pm,      $100  

Detailed Brochures are available to download at http://www.lifespiritconnections.com.au 

JANUARY 2017 EVENT CALENDAR  

http://www.lifespiritconnections.com.au
http://www.lifespiritconnections.com.au


RESEARCH ON MYSTICAL ASTEROIDS 
Many asteroids have been named after characters from myth, including Greek and 

Egyptian Gods, Goddesses and individuals associated with healing,  oracular practice 

and magic.   The research I am working on studies the mythical archetypes associated 

with a selection of these bodies and researches their impact when included in the   

natal charts of around 200 present and historical individuals involved in oracular  

practice, magic, healing and astrology.   I have validated my findings through    

studying a control group of scientists, rationalists and astronomers who reject the  

validity of working with spirit or any method which lacks physical, cause and effect 

validation.   I am now at the stage of completing my analysis and have to decide how 

to communicate my findings, which I hope to finalize soon.   I am also working with 

aligning the same Goddess archetypes to “gift markings” in the hand, which also can 

be related to intuitive abilities.   I am happy to report that I am getting my focus back 

together on my asteroids and mythology through the preparation I went through for 

my Sydney talk, the planning for my myth workshop in March and the research for 

my monthly videos on the intuitive minor planets for the CIA Collective Membership.    

ARCHETYPE OF THE MONTH: ISIS 
Isis was sister and wife to Osiris who ruled as 

the first King or Pharaoh of Egypt. Their love 

was legendary and transcended the death of 

Osiris, murdered by the trickery of his jealous 

and evil brother Set. Set cut the body into 

fourteen pieces and scattered them                

throughout the kingdom of Egypt but he fed 

the phallus to flesh-eating fish in the Nile.   

Isis searched the country far and wide and  

retrieved the body parts. She used magic to       

regenerate Osiris with a replacement phallus 

made of stone or some say gold. Then she  

impregnated herself, having taken the form of 

a swallow, and thus Horus was conceived in 

order to seize back the kingdom and avenge 

his father. 

This was not the first time Isis had used 

magic, in her early years she tricked Ra into 

telling her his secret name which gave her the 

power to assume the identity of any other   

deity.  She created a snake from Ra’s spittle in 

the dust, which bit him. While he could not be 

harmed by another, he was not safe from a 

weapon fashioned from himself and so he was 

not able to recover without the help of Isis. 

So Isis became the power behind the throne 

and the original Strong Woman, Single Mother, bringing up Horus to take on Set when 

he was old enough.   There is a similar energy or metaphor in place as with Mary and 

Jesus, as portrayed in many statues and pictures. 

 

 “Isis represents feminine power, magic, healing and the ability to create, manifest,  

re-incorporate and transform by defeating our shadow side and understanding that 

real love never dies.” 


